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ABSTRACT 
Consumer responses to time pressure are ~xarnined in the 

~te~t ofl;le>roe ~or1gage Joreclosv,re. The study presents the 
r~sult11.of®l]m ~~~iews~iUl,Ju>nteo~e~it~,fq~¢1~~. yield
ing descriptive data relevant to both behavioral and lffective 
responses. Themes relate to the experience of foreclosure time 
pressure, responses that exacerbate time pressure, and decision 
making 1.mder time pressure. A classificatio~ .of resp<>nses is 
presented, with responses suggested to be contingent upon the 
degree or intensity of both objective time pressure (clock/calendar 
time) and subjective time press\l[e (perceived urgency). In general, 
a ctin'ilinelirrelationsbipbetween dnte pressure and proquctivityis 
inferred. 

INTRODUCTION 
Although it has long been recognized that time pressure affects 

consumer behavior (Howard 1963, Howard and Sheth 1969), little 
research has specifically examined consumer behavior ~.mder con
ditions of time pressure. Those few studies that do exist have 
examined it in artificial contexts. 

The purpose of the present study is to examine responses to 
time pressure in actual situations faced by actual consumers. The 
context of foreclosure provides an opportunity for such analysis 
and is dramatic because responses are crucial to future living 
standards and quality of life. Depth interviews are used to gain 
insight into behavioral and affective responses to time pressure 
(McCracken 1988). 

Foreclosure is a statutorily defmed process whereby a lender 
seeks recovery from a borrower in default on a real property loan. 
The process is characterized by deadlines and time pressures 
(Figure 1). In California, it extends over approximately four 
months and culminates in the lender selling the property at public 
auction(trustee'ssale). However, by taking timely action-such as 
to secure more favorable fmancing or sell the home--a homeowner 
may prevent ultimate foreclosure. 

TIME AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
The effect of time on human behavior has been studied across 

the behavioral sciences and the relevance to consumer behavior is 
fairly well recognized (Jacoby et al. 1976, Gross 1987, Hirschman 
1987). It follows that time pressure influences purchasing and 
consumption. 

Subjective Time 
A long tradition of research in psychology demonstrates that 

temporal perception is affected by internal/psychological states and 
situational influences. Further, work in sociology, anthropology, 
and philosophy demonstrates variation across cultures and social 
structures. Thus, the experience of time is largely subjective. 
Stroud(1955,p.175)observed38yearsagothat: "Wehavehadfor 
a century or more ample evidence that physical and psychological 
time [are] by no means identical." 

The existence of varied and subjective temporal perception/ 
orientation implies differential perceptions of time pressure and 
varied responses to it. As suggested by Hawes (1980, p. 446): 

Appropriate conceptualization of time pressure [is] as a mul
tifaceted, subjective phenomenon varying across different 
groups of people in different ways at different times. 

Time Pressure Effects on Consumer Behavior 
Consumer researchers have advanced surprisingly little analy

sis of time pressure effects. Howard and Sheth (1969} included time 
pressure as an eXQgenous variable in The Theory of Buyer Beh8vior 
and commC~;J.ted that little was known about it at that time. Twenty 
years l~• Iy~ (19a9) observed that research is still s]*se. 
However, in addition to limited work m consumer behavior, contri
butions are found in the psychology and organizational decision 
m~g lite~atiJre. 

Bo.th theory and empirical evidence suggest that decisions 
1111lde 1.mder time. pressure are likely to suffer in quality. Friend 
(1982) demonstrated a st,rong negative relationship between time 
pressure and ~fof!llance on a ~oblem SQlving test. and. Bettman 
(1979) proi!O~ thatavail~!!.ble time regulates the amo~mt()f infQr
mation th~ Cflll be processed. Bruner et .al. (1956) proposed that 
choices made 1.mder time pressure are likely to be poorly informed, 
and Jacoby et al. (1976) cite experiments.demonstrating PQSitive 
relationships . between time pressure and , selective exposure to 
information. Bronner (1982) fo1.md deman4for additionalinfpnna
~Ofl. to be drarn~Uically r~uced tmder time pressure, and Wright 
(1974) found·.linte pressured consumers to place disproportionate 
emphasis on ~gative product infrumation and discrediting evi
dence. 

In contrast, Latham. and Locke (1975) found. that prodlllCtivity 
may i!:t(!r~ ;with time pressure and in:fien:ed that motivation to 
complete a task may be enhanced when available time is reduced. 
Howev¢r, beyond a c~tain ~eshold, motivation may give way to 
futility (Janis and Mann 1977), suggesting a curvilinear .~feet. 
Isenberg (1981) fo1.md support for a curvilinear relationship be
tw~entjptep;~ssure and~ormance, with.effects mediatl¥1 by the 
nature of the task. Well-learned ~ks are sll,ggested to be associated 
Y.!i!:h a moaot<Jnic. relatioll$JUP wher~as taSks requiring • crlllative 
ptoblem so~ving demonstratp a curvilinear ~ffect. 

Time Pre~~r:~ and F'oreciOSllre: Exace~bating Effects 
fu l\4dj:tion tp S~tqry Wue COfiStr~tS, variOUS. coqell¢eS of 

foreclosure.serve. to ex11cerb~te ex~ien~.tinJ,e p~ssure. First, 
fo:reclosure is ~fa.tViliar. Th' h<,>meo\VJler typically is unac.
qqaint~ with the pri)Cess ar).d with available qourses of action. 
SeeQnd, deeiS~ons ~rt;ainingto (or~lpsitr~ are critical. The fman
cial ~even emoti<roal weJl-bejng of the liqmeowner are at sta¥;e. 
'fltitd, 9te liom~Wn¢1' is preJ~enled w~th a)terrtatives that conflic~ 
ooth w~th one ~ID:qthef {e,g~, sell vers~s.Ob~ additionljl ~ro;tcing 
ver~s declare bahkniptcy) a:(ld with the ho~eownet' sown desires. 
F~al1y1 the .ho~~et is iqW~cdat¢ wi* .solicitlltions and pre
SeJ)ted with myri11d similar offers witJPn each category ofaJtema" 
tiv:e. · .. Qiy~ ttlese reaJid.~. it follows that, decisions maqe during 
f()r~~o~u,re si¥>~¥ ~ m~de: wi(h great car? .and silbs~ti~ tittle 
SAAI<Cf(l~ deV()led to fltem. H9wever, th() ex~gencies of foreclosure 
neces~·tate q-qick and dec~iv:e action. 

aESEA.R~H DESIGN 
The paucity ~f <;Q~~er .research on perceived/e~rienced 

time preSS4fe suggests that a quali~tive r~earch design is. ~ppro
priatHn~ that emphas~s di~overy I;Jlther than con~ation 
(Lu~z 1989) .• The prese~t ~tudy. seeks. 1"0 con~bute theore!ical 
grounding and itltx>rpot!!-te ~rc~ptual, subjective, and experi,ential 
aspects into the conceptualization of time pressure (Kaufman and 
Lane 1990). 
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FIGURE l 
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Sample 
Data were obtained through interviews with homeowners 

identified as having received a Notice of Default at least three 
months prior. Homeowners were contacted by mail and invited to 
participate in a study on the topic of foreclosure. The response rate 
to the mailing was 16 percent-substantially higher than antici
pated considering the extraordinary pressures facing homeowners 
in foreclosure. A sample size oflS was deemed adequate to provide 
rich, descriptive data. 

Nine women, five men, and one married couple participated. 
Most had been long-time residents, all were residents of middle
income neighborhoods, and all had accumulated substantial equity 
prior to entering foreclosure. Defaults were precipitated by job loss, 
business failure, disability, and high risk financing. Several sold 
their homes, refmanced, or acquired short-term fmancing as rem
edies to foreclosure. The majority stalled the foreclosure by 
declaring bankruptcy. 

Data Collection and Analysis 
The time line diagram served as an interview guide, orienting 

the homeowners in time and facilitating spontaneous discussion of 
time pressure. Informants were asked to "start at the beginning" and 
to "help me to understand what it has been like." Interviews were 
loosely structured and nondirective. 

An iterative and emergent approach was used in conducting 
interviews (Strauss and Corbin 1990, Schouten 1991 ). Data collec
tion and preliminary analysis proceeded concurrently and this aided 
in refining the direction of the interviews. Subsequently, infor
mants were contacted for follow-up interviews for purposes of 
updating and clarifying, exploring emergent themes, and validating 
conclusions. Seven informants completed one follow-up, three 
completed two, one completed three, and the married couple 
completed four. Total interview time per informant ranged from 
one to four hours (mean= 2.3 hours). Verbatim transcripts were 

supplemented by interview notes and transcripts were content 
analyzed. 

Validation 
Feedback was obtained by submitting conclusions back to 

informants (member checks). Most agreed with conclusions reached 
by the author and conclusions that were questioned were re
examined. Validation was further facilitated by expert checks with 
six foreclosure professionals, and by information gleaned through 
exteJnsive reading and through attending more than 40 seminars on 
the business and legal aspects of foreclosure. 

RESULTS: THE EXPERIENCE OF 
FORECLOSURE ~RESSURE 

Interviews with homeowners in foreclosure reveal a pervasive 
concern with time. As expected, the .experience of time pressure 
was largely subjective. 

Perception of Inadequate Time 
A virtually universal theme was the inability of homeowners 

to effect preferred resolutions within the foreclosure period. A 
number were still in the process of working out a solution and 
expressed that timing was crucial. Homeowners typically con
tended with multiple difficulties and demands. 

CIIIIldace: You think"there 's this deadline and we've gotto get 
things done." 

Rhonda: The most important thing is time .... I knew I had to 
solve the foreclosure and! I felt like I was running out of time. 

Norman: Ninety days goes by in a hell of a hurry when it comes 
down to selling [a house]. 
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AI: [The hardest part is] everything happening at one time .. 
.. I'm so busy I don'teven have time to think. 

Time Pressure and the Grave Consequences of Foreclosure 
Homeowners discussed concerns that exacerbated the per

ceived time pressure. Informants were disquieted by concerns over 
lost investment, altered lifestyle, damaged credit, housing avail
ability, and the effects on: their phildren. To the extent that they 
worried over these consequences, they also expressed greater 
concern over impending deadlines. 

Rhonda: I've livedbere24 years. lraisedmy family here. You 
feel like "ami going to lose everything that I've workedfor all 
my life?" The combiuaclon.of. .• you might lose )'01Jl' home, 
and you don'~ :want to lo~~Whatyou've invested in, it feels' like 
a disaster impending. 

Donna: It's scary to :k;n<):IV you may not have a place to live, 
especially when you're respP!lSible for [a child]. 

Vanessa: You see all these homeless people on the street and 
it's real scary .... It's everything that you do and [all] that you 
think about. 

Valerie: I understand that my credit is going to be ruined. I 
won't ever be able to buy another house. 

"Buying'' Time 
A number of informants obtained reprieve by borrowing 

additional funds or by declaring bankruptcy. Nevertheless, they 
continued to feel time pressure. Such interim solutions "bought 
time" but failed to provide a decisive resolution. 

Chuck and Connie: [The new loan] will take us out of 
foreclosure but the payments will be higher than before. So it's 
kind of like buying time. 

Candace: [We declared] bankruptcy to stop [the foreclosure] 
... [but] it only stopped it for a short time. 

Rhonda: As soon as I put [the loan] money in the bank, it was 
a relief. It gave me a breather .... But then my next thought 
was "now my payment is doubled and I still don't have a job. 
I still have to pay back that money." I would say that I bought 
about six months. 

RESULTS: TIME PRESSURE EXACERBATED
DELl YAND PANIC 

Although acutely aware of time restrictions, informants re
ported much delay and mismanagement of time. This exacerbated 
time pressure. 

Denial 
Informants typically were loath to accept the reality of foreclo

sure and initially disregarded the urgency. Several described their 
reaction as "denial." Mostperceivedthe foreclosure as incongruent 
with their own self concepts, and several spoke of harboring 
unrealistic expectations as to the likelihood of restoring financial 
stability. Some were reticent to accept the alternatives as limited 
and persisted in opposing what was finally conceded to be the most 
suitable option. 

Rhonda: Todenytherealityis yourfirstnaturalreaction. I was 
mentally postponing the truth. You want to stay in denial. 

Lauren: I didn't become really concerned about my fmances 
until ... I was [already] about three months behind on my 
payments .... I was in denial. 

Candace: I think you can see it coming .... but you just don't 
accept it. ... I try to put it out of my mind. I feel that I have 
to. People in our position can get very sick. I'm protecting 
myself. 

Procrastination 
Informants universally expressed that they had been slow to 

respond to foreclosure. Some volunteered that they had procrasti
nated in responding to circumstances preceding the commence
ment of foreclosure and viewed their overdue responses as precipi
tating default. 

Rick: I saw my income dropping off last year. I should have 
tried to sell my house at that time. I procrastinated. That was 
my fault. 

Informants reported that the tendency to delay compounded the 
time pressure and resulted in a reduced number of viable options. 

Valerie: It was May when I [first] couldn't pay the mortgage 
... butthenididn'treallydo anything all summer. It was about 
the end of August when I put [the house] up for sale. 

AI: By the time I tried to borrow money I was already tOo far 
behind. 

Paul: I talked to two [investors]. They aren'tinterested[now]. 
I waited too long. 

Rick: I procrastinated because I didn't really think about how 
little time I had or how much time I needed. 

Confusion 
Informants expressed confusion with regard to the foreclosure 

process and the timing and sequence of events. This led to delay, 
exacerbating the time pressure. 

Rhonda: .It's totally strange to you and you don't know how 
to deal with it ... [or] what to do frrst. 

Norman: I never have been clear on how much time I had or 
what I can do. 

Alice: This whole thing has made me so confused. I've made 
a lot of mistakes. 

Panic 
Sometimes the urgency precipitated a sense of panic. It was 

anticipated that this might prompt hasty decisions. However, most 
who expressed panic still delayed action. 

Rhonda: It threw me into a panic. I was frantic. But I still 
di<ln't act fast enough. I still procrastinated. I really don't 
think you can act too fast. 

Some expressed relief that they had avoided a panic r:esponse. 

Alice: This [hard money] lender was really scamming me. 
They had a sucker ... a desperate person. I was in a panic. But 



then [I realized] "I can'tmake these payments! I'll be back in 
foreclosure." 

Rhonda: You don't want to do anything in panic that you'll 
end up sorry for. You don't want to just give your house away 
if you don'treally have to .... That's what can happen if you 
sell under pressure. 

RESULTS: DEC~$JQ~ MAKING UNDER 
FORECLQStJR TIME PRESSURE 

Interviews SU89j!lst substantial variance in decision quality. 
Further, individual Utformants' decision making styles varied over 
the duration. Early choices frequently limited and even dictated 
later alternatives. 

Decision Quality: Rational and Irrational Behavior 
The \Jrgency of for,eclosure sometimes propelled homeowners 

to timely and approprialte action. A few chose a course of action by 
ascertaining the alternatives and weighing the consequences. As 
such, time pressure did not preclude rational decision making. 

Lauren: I did my homework and I feel like I made an informed 
~isjpn •.•• I talked to several attomeys, and several inves
tors, and several lenders ••.. 

On .the other hand, several volunteered that they had exercised 
poor judgment and made unreasoned decisions. The pressures of 
time interfered with their usual rationality. 

Norman: I didn't know what the hell I was doing. I was 
de!\perate ...• Ijustf<ell for the frrst hustle that came along. It 
was despetation. It was stupidity. 

Chuck: You .don't always make .the best decisions when 
you 1re under so much pressure. 

Motivation, FQ<:us, and Determination versus Futility 
The time pressure of foreclosme characteristically incited 

inteJ;tse motivaQon. Urgency was accompanied by heightened 
energy, facilitating the search for solutions. 

Lauren: It was scary because I was facing losing my house, but 
lt.al~ mptivated my delel;mination to want to save it and keep 
it; It's like lhestress gets me more motivated .... The urgency 
motivated me to action. 

Gle:fl4a: We'd lie awake at night worrying about losing the 
house, worrying aboutwhatto do next. We called [investors]. 
... we tried to ).'efmance. We tried to sell. We begged our 
le~ers for more time ... · . We lis~ the house, and then we 
tried to sell it ourselves. 

AI: I got more intent, more determined. I wanted to fmd a way. 

Further, after charting a course of action, energy was focused and 
homeowners determinedly pursued their chosen paths. 

Lauren: I was focused because I knew what the deadline was 
and 1 J¥;u1 to !!taY focused. It was about ... staying focused on 
what I had to do. 

Rhonda: Determination-that's the good thing. After you get 
over' the hurt and the disappointment and the humiliation, you 
start to fight back. You focus and you start fighting for 
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yourself .... You don't think about anything else. I'm so 
focused, so determined. 

Bill: Ididn'tjustsitbackand wait Whenthehousedidn'tsell, 
I rook it off the market and tried another real estate agent. I've 
gone through three realty companies. I've dropped the price. 
I've raised the commission. . . . Now I'm dealing with 
investors. 

Al: Going through for,eclosure is a crisis, and this is crisis 
management. 

On the other hand, as the foreclosure progressed and time 
pressure intensified, the heightened motivation and productivity 
sometimes gave way to futility. 

Rick: This house is going to be auctioned off. I can't stop the 
foreclosure now. I'm just going to wait for them to evict me. 
I'm going to have to just swallow my pride and live with the 
fact that I lost my house. 

Dunna: I worked really hard for a long time to try to save my 
house, to try to scrape together money to make up my pay
ments. And then I thought "this is stupid. This isn't working. 
I'm not going to be able to do it." I' started to see it as inevitable 
that I would lose my house. 

Stereotyped Behavior versus Creative Problem Solving 
Interviews suggest that homeowners under foreclosure time 

pressure frequently engage in stereotyped behavior, pursuing fa
miliar but inappropriate strategies. For example, several who 
attempted to sell their homes persisted in treating the situation as 
"real estate as usual," thereby disregarding the exigencies of selling 
under foreclosure time constraints. 

On the other hand, some eventually identified and attempted 
to effect creative solutions. The pursuit of unique and 
nonconventional alternatives demonstrates a capacity to engage in 
innovative behavior despite the pressures of time. 

Glenda: We have a friend who is going to buy our house. 
Whatever the balance is that we owe, that will be the price. 
We '11 rent it back [by paying his]. mortgage payment. 

Bill: [An investor] will buy the house for what lowe and pay 
off the loans. It's better than going to foreclosure sale and 
being evicted. 

Information Use versus Disregard 
Informants displayed tremendous variance in. propensity to 

obtain and use information. Some actively sought input and advice 
while others disregarded counsel even from professionals whom 
they had hired. 

Lauren: The thing that I did know to do was to ask a lot of 
questions, fmd out what other people have done or what other 
people could do for me, and not trust one point of view .... I 
wanted to get some education and make decisions based on 
knowing the way this works. 

Chuck: We've tried to get information from different sources. 
The Small Business Administration, , .. companies that do 
credit repair, ... acquaintances who have been through this, . 
. . lenders and investors. 

Several expressed that the influx of information in the form of 
solicitation heightened their confusion. 
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Rhonda: You're flooded with telephone calls and letters and 
people at your door day and night. ... I personally found it very 
confusing and emotionally upsetting. 

Norman: I've got a whole stack ofletters. I've been trying to 
sort through them but there are so many it's a full.time job. 

Homeowners overwhelmed by the number of solicitations ignored 
potentially useful information. 

Chuck and Connie: Sometimes we got too many letters at once 
and we just tossed them •... You start to feel overwhelmed. 
You don't even want to look at them. 

Candace: When the foreclosure frrststarted, we'd get a stack 
of}etters every day •.•. Most of the stuff I threw in the trash. 
There was too much. 

TOWARD A CLASSIFICATION OF TIME 
PRESSURE RESPONSES 

Based on interviews with homeowners in foreclosure, it is 
suggested that re~;ponses to time pressure are contingent upon the 
degree or intensity of both objective time pressure (clock time, 
calendar time) and subjective time pressure (perceived urgency). 
Figure 2 presents a proposed classification. 

The classification suggests a generally curvilinear relation
ship between time pressure and productivity. It is inferred that 
productivity (i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, activity, deliberation) 
is enhanced when the intensity of either objective or subjective 
time pressure is defined as "mo<furate" and the intensity of the other 
is defined as "high." In· comparison, when both objective and 
subjective time pressures are defmed as "moderate," the urgency is 
less acute and productivity suffers. Finally, when both are defmed 
as "high," the urgency may be experienced as so intense that 
productivity gives way to panic or even futility. 

Quadrant 1 represents the condition under which both objec
tive and subjective time pressures are classified ;as ''moderate.'' In 
the foreclosure context, it corresponds to the relatively early stages. 
The homeoWner is aware of deadlines but may fail to acknowledge 
the urgency. He ot she perceives:that there will qe adequate time to 
effect a res6luti0ri without immddiate attention or singular effort. 

As shown.. Qladra:Qt 1 is as~ociated with denial, procrastina
tion, and stereotyped be'havior. tonsumers may deny the magni
tude of time ptessl.rre, Pr-ocrastinate appropriate action, and/or 
engage in behavior that is farnil~ar but not appropriate given time 
constraints. Homeowners in fqreclosure may ignore deadlines, 
harbor delusions pf ~~tvlng ''pltnty of time/' and repudiate the 
necessity for tfine~y and ptventiie action .. For example, ~ey may 
defer obtainin$ a. ne~ loan, p~~ off tryirJ.g to sell, or persist in 
demanwng full marketvilue rauter than pricing to a~hieve a timely 
sale. 

Quadrant 2 repr~l;etlts a "moderate" degree of objective time 
pressure and a "high" degree of subjective time pressure. Although 
it is still relatively elll'lr in the foreclosure process, the homeowner 
experien¥eS deadlines .as imminent. per~ives intense urgency, and 
is compelled to proceed toward resolution. 

This quadrant is primarily associated with heightened energy, 
motivation, and creative problem solving, and secondarily associ
ated with the possibility of panic. In general, enhanced productivity 
is suggested. Homeowners in foreclosure may experience signifi
cant urgency, motivating a vigorous search for information and 
alternatives. This urgency also may facilitate heightened energy, 

providing the stamina required to effect a timely resolution. Alter
natively, the urgency may compel the homeowner to panic, prompt
ing hasty and ill-considered actions. 

Quadrant 3 represents a "high" degree of objective time 
pressure but only a ''mowate" degree of subjective time pressure. 
It is now relatively late in the foreclosure process and the homeowner 
has identified a viable course of action. Although the situation will 
require sustained effort and attention to time constraints, there is 
perceived to be an ~c~ptable pto~abqity of regplutit>n. 

As shown, QUadtant 3 is assoe~ated with ~irected energy, 
focus,.anddetermination. Consumers arefo~~edon weU;.defmed 
objectives, are detetmined 10 implement their plans, and have 
directed their energies. tow311d:chl)sensttategies. Extraneous activ
ity is abandoned as the indivi4u~ strives to obtainmaxi:mtnnresults 
from limited time. ln the case of.foreclosure, .homeowners have 
identifi~d a v<iablli.ICOurl!e of1 atti~m &!ld. ate .foctJ.s~on. ~plemen
tation. Forexample1 efforts maybe direCted towardeoltS1.lMnlating 
a home sale or obtalnlli:g a new loan .. 

Finally, in. Quadrant 4 both objective and subjeetive time 
pressur$$ ate "fflgh." .It is late in the foreclosure,;pr~ss and the 
homeowner is acutely aware that there may oo inadequate time to 
effect a.satisf~ory resolution. 

TJm; quadrant is assoeiatedwithpanicorflltililiy. Homeowners 
may make a concluding effort to avoid tb.e ul~a,e foreclosure
perhaps by committln~ to a ''hard money" Jollli or by contracting to 
sell at a "fore~ sale" Jlri<!e. A:J,lie:matively ,. they may cclt!Cltlde that 
it is 'll>Q late'~ and sirrJpl~. g~ve up. 

IMPLICATIONS AND: DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE 
Rlt$~.1\RCH 

This qualitative stcidy~a6nlrl~lned adegreeofriebness and 
holistic perspective to th~ ~t~rs$nding oftimel!)rel!!mte in 
consumer behavior. H~~e~er• the study has hecessarily examined 
time pressure in only on¢':i~~ e~ce~ti6nal:cont0~t;. Itis,recom
mended that future work m:vel!i~-~te'::ttme pressure in dther "teal 
life" consumer conteXtS S~Ch .as ChPS~ll$ shopping, Sh()ptling 
while caring for sm~l c~i~lij'~i'~d'$~ptit$' whote stott h(jl)t!l are 
restricted. Broadenin$ m.~~~~~''Wtll '!uH ltt ~alida~Ul:g !:lre: £'$dings 
presented herein .and cotl!tribuie additional' msisht iilto !he •experi
ence of time pressure. ' 

Second, there alreadye~stll asmall but growin~ body of 
experimentation Mt1>l~!i~t!;!~r~ pre~!llilte ~.lin•'mde~l;kflt 1'ari
able. It is sug~ested that1 · · ;;:~fisUbj~tili'e ~e ~es:sure 
constructs tilt defme d~~'. . .. ·. , , . ~8~~<2 be o~~iofialized 
and utilized as indepen~* v~ia~le~ .·~ fiu~e: exj)e~~mital'de-
signs. The curvilinear,re11t~~'&p' Wtwe~ ptOdUctivii;V li1ld thne 
pressme obs~~ed :in ~~ ;~~~1-~~~: !lt~dy J~ay •then :He•. fQtmally 
tested in rvllrlous cons~e!ii! · · 

Thir<t !he. elrul~ifl~a~, 
variables ai:\.d!tela,!llon~hl~~ 
it is sugg¢sr¢d'th:!!-lho~~~ 
when both objective an~·. 
"modetate;*'' JfUmtere$~11 
consumer CIJiltexl!i.Qr e~~p · omenblog~alll~:tstand-
ing of pl-o¢i~~~~t'itw, ' · . · · 

Finally! wh~' ~~~la,~~ ~~, ~1,1tect IJ!,9tn~~Wl)eJ:S in. foreclo
sure has So1jlg)lt' to s!tf~~#~iitl~ra""l~s b)~C>~"ts from the co~e
quences of p~ic,~'iri;JeltJi~\1,1!~ ~lthi!]~~~o~~~~ 'li~g$est th~W!lenial 
and pnilr~~~~tm' ·~· ~~~' !pt~·~l~ r~~~~s'l . R:~~r than 
acting h~9~~y;. h~e~wn¢r$ m fellxtee10stJ#~ i¢e:,Jikely to •delay. 
Effo:ttts to val.l~te ~~is . . . . !'l'~dicladf~ i~.~l:lqllel1~ may 
fostetpt~~li~P,li~y'1!di!it$itl~il . ie~QIJ: ~~ffl~q~¢~o~ets. 

' '' I ., ' ' ' I 'I,, •,1,,:. 'II',.,. ' ', ,, :'1') !' I I 
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FIGURE2 
Classification of Responses to Time Pressure 

Degree of Subjective Time Pressure I 
Perceived Urgency 

Degree of 
Objective 

Time Pressure 
MODERATE: HIGH 

1 2 

MODERATE • Denial • Heightened Energy 
• Procrastination • Motivation 

(early in the 
foreclosure process) 

• Stereotyped Behavior • Creative Problem 
Solving 

• (Possible Panic) 

3 4 
IDGH 

• Direc.ted Energy • Panic 
(late in the 

foreclosure Process) 
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